












Mind if I jump out it in embarrassment?



We can discuss the ventilatory problems of your room at a later point in time.
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The entire surface of the Earth could be your kitchen and you'd still not be able to find a

place to put your cutting board without having to send a bunch of stuff to the moon.



A bad time for tisl?

impossible!

I've heard of a door hinging on something else, but something hinging on a door?

now I've heard everything!



The entire surface of the Earth could be your kitchen and you'd still not be able to find a

place to put your cutting board without having to send a bunch of stuff to the moon.

"Oh, so just because it's more like your entire world came to an end than being on a

vacation, you can't sleep with my girlfriend??? rude."



creature: comforted
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Don't mind him, he thinks everything is mummification.
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interesting that no one asked scum and lori if they had.



Don't mind him, he thinks everything is mummification.

"Maybe you guys didn't get the memo - when I share something I did with you, you're all

supposed to tell me I'm good. which is weird because I definitely sent it to everyone."



interesting that no one asked scum and lori if they had.

it's a one step process

step one: want to be a girl

congratulations: you are one.
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it's a one step process

step one: want to be a girl

congratulations: you are one.

doubters tend to do that, yeah.



having emotional labor delegated to him?

boudroit really is a real pet!

This remains an anti-blue magic zone.

miss me with that shit. literally. I don't want to learn it.
you're not actually tricking someone if you're

giving them exactly what they want.
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pulling out a butcher's drawing of valor, and showing all the best parts of it.



shocking it took so long before the term "capitalism poison brain" was uttered in my comic.

open the window if you have to, just remember: you don't really need all your brain cells.



Next chapter is blank, all my characters are perfect.
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trying to mirror someone's expression is totally normal, I think.

now let me just take a big sip of coffee while I take this raads-R test.



don't get her wrong, it can also be an excuse.
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not everything in life is a lesson waiting to be learned. Sometimes things just happen.
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not everything in life is a lesson waiting to be learned. Sometimes things just happen.

you better declare yourself, before you scare yourself.



"ok, but does dexter even like having blood? they don't seem that concerned with keeping it

inside of themselves."



resist the siren's call of becoming a bird weirdo.
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"ok, but can't she be sad and flirting with me at the same time?"



resist the siren's call of becoming a bird weirdo.

If I laid eggs I'd never stop talking about it. It'd come up in EVERY conversation.

I'd make sure of it.



Guess who just set up a framing device, nerds?!"I'm beery sorry you got eviscerated!"

"ok, but can't she be sad and flirting with me at the same time?"



While adding mountains of sugar to fruit, always remind yourself that you're "aiding" it.a fire outside.

If I laid eggs I'd never stop talking about it. It'd come up in EVERY conversation.

I'd make sure of it.



Guess who just set up a framing device, nerds?!

whoa! just like starcrash!

"I'm beery sorry you got eviscerated!"



While adding mountains of sugar to fruit, always remind yourself that you're "aiding" it.

oh, so you weren't saying a "sword of peace."

a fire outside.
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At least he's not turning them spine in. Don't do that to books. It's disrespectful.
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"of course, the main disadvantage is that you'd be dating tisl and shelley."
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dock a weird girl's love ferry in the harbor of your heart.
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it's not that weird to know 15 people.



aka big greg's date-o-rama
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I've been WAITING to tell an eighteenth person about this!
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more specific from now on.
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I'm allowed one thinly veiled sex joke every once in a while, and also anything else I feel like

doing.
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we should open it right away!



I'm allowed one thinly veiled sex joke every once in a while, and also anything else I feel like

doing.



maybe they misspelled "donut!"

we should open it right away!

"it's trees all the way down, buddy. get off my back"




